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SENA Appendix A – Scandinavian

• Evidence has been found for relationship bynames other than those 
indicating daughter and son. SENA Appendix A will be updated to 
include these relationships.

• What it means: It is easier to register bynames indicating familial 
relationships without providing examples each time.
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Admin Handbook – Joint Registration

Before the Changes After the Changes

Primary Owner Secondary Owner Primary Owner Secondary Owner

Counts against registration limit Yes No Yes Yes

Can grant permission to conflict Yes No Yes Yes

Can remove own name from
registration

Yes (releases item) Yes Yes (secondary owner becomes 
sole owner)

Yes

Can remove other owner’s name 
without permission 

Yes No Yes No

Can transfer Yes (removes secondary owner) No Yes (removes secondary owner) No

Upon death Per heraldic will No effect Can transfer to secondary 
owner without heraldic will; 
heraldic will takes precedence

No effect

Can use in registering other items 
through Existing Registration 
Allowances

? ? Yes Yes
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Completely changes the way that joint registration of household names and badges is handled:



From the LoAR: Names

• The pattern given name + animal name + color is now allowed in 
Gaelic names. [Siobhán an tSionnaigh Ruaidh, A-An Tir]

• A Nahuatl given name with a Spanish byname is an attested lingual 
mix in 16th century Mexico. [Ilhuicacihuatl de Xochimilco, A-Atlantia]
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From the LoAR: Armory

• Upheld precedents a charge within an annulet, when secondary or 
tertiary charges, is a single charge group. [Alana Eleonora Aurora de 
Amelia, A-Middle]
• What this means: on a chief <tincture> an X within an annulet is not 

returnable for having two charge groups on the same underlying charge

• There is no longer a step from core practice for the use of a penguin. 
[Elspeth Swann, A-Middle] 
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From the LoAR: Proper

• A cluster of rowan berries proper has gules berries and a brown 
(wooden) stem. 
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A cluster of rowan berries 
in its default tincture and 
orientation.



From the LoAR: New Charges and Fields
• A rake head [Hugues de Bertoncourt, A-An Tir]

• A hellebore [Tatiana Belaia, Calontir]
• Conflicts with other five-petalled flowers such as roses

• A woman-serpent [Ursula Georges, A-Middle]
• There is at least a DC between a serpent and a woman-serpent

• Orly [Alaxandair Mórda mac Matha, A-East]
• There is an SC between orly and <tincture 1> a gurges <tincture 2> 
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Rake heads

A hellebore 
slipped and 

leaved
A woman-serpent

Orly argent and sable Orly sable and argent

Note the lines follow the shape of the shield.



From the LoAR: Unusual Blazon Terms

• Lunel [Juliana de Luna, A-An Tir]
• The standard lunel is defined as having four crescent-shaped lobes; the three-

lobe version would need to be specified. In either case, a lunel is a single 
charge, and no difference is granted for the number of lobes. 

• This overturns precedent that declined to use the term lunel for this charge.
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Webbed Updates 

• SENA Appendix A and the Glossary of Terms Table 4 will be updated in 
the next day or so.

• Admin Handbook updates will be made around February 1st, 
assuming that the BoD approves the changes at the January 2022 
quarterly meeting.
• The assumption is that the BoD will approve the changes and Laurel is 

operating under the updates as published in the interim – they are treated as 
precedents at this point.
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